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Overview

This guide is a collection of best practices and troubleshooting guidelines for using FortiSandbox. Use these guidelines
to get the most of your FortiSandbox products, maximize its performance, and avoid potential problems.

Know your FortiSandbox

Understanding the process flow of your FortiSandbox can provide additional awareness and information that may help
you in troubleshooting.

For configuring FortiSandbox, see Installing FortiSandbox on page 7. For troubleshooting, see Troubleshooting
guidelines on page 24.

FortiSandbox and FortiGate process flow

The FortiSandbox (acting as a server) receives files from FortiGate (acting as client). Then, it provides an updated
Threat Intelligence database back to the client.

1. FortiGate extracts files from the network traffic. It uses the AntiVirus scan profile for sandboxing feature. File size
limit apply. Before forwarding previously seen files, it crosschecks its cache (known as Threat Intelligence DB or
Malware package).

2. FortiGate queries FortiSandbox first if previously forwarded. If not, FortiGate forwards the file along with the serial
number, IP address, and VDOM information.
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3. The submission goes through a series of scan flow stages. A verdict can be reached at any stage. The last stage is
VM Scan which takes 2-3 mins. FortiSandbox keeps the submissions and its results for 60 days for Malware verdict
and 3 days for Clean verdict.

4. FortiGate pulls the latest Threat Intelligence DB every 2 mins. The DB contains a list of malicious file checksums
and related URLs. FortiGate also queries the verdict for logging.

5. FortiSandbox checks FortiGuard every hour and downloads new packages and engines.
FortiSandbox can share malicious files and URL with FortiGuard when Sandbox Community is enabled.
FortiSandbox can forward detection statistics to FortiGuard for analysis of trending threats when enabled in
configuration.

FortiSandbox and FortiMail process flow

The FortiSandbox (acting as a server) receives files and URLs embedded in emails from FortiMail (acting as client). The
client waits for the verdict before releasing any email as safe (clean).

1. FortiMail receives email from the Internet or one of the clients. It uses the AntiVirus scan profile for sandboxing
feature. It checks for any file attachments and embedded URLs. On extracting URLs, the default count is 10.

2. FortiMail queries FortiSandbox first. If results are already known and up-to-date, then use the previous result.
Otherwise, it forwards the files and URLs to FortiSandbox. It waits for the verdict before releasing the email.

3. Upon receipt of submission from FortiMail, a job id is created. The submission goes through a series of scan flow
stages. A verdict can be reached at any stage. FortiSandbox keeps the submissions and its results for 60 days for
Malware verdict and 3 days for Clean verdict.

4. FortiMail pulls the result every 10 seconds of the submission until a verdict is reached.
5. FortiSandbox checks FortiGuard every hour and downloads new packages and engines.

FortiSandbox can share malicious files and URLs with FortiGuard when Sandbox Community is enabled.
FortiSandbox can forward detection statistics to FortiGuard for analysis of trending threats when enabled in
configuration.
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Additional information

For product and feature guides, go to the Fortinet Document Library at http://docs.fortinet.com.

For procedures on how to implement these best practices, see the FortiSandbox Administration Guide in the Fortinet
Document Library.

For customer service and technical support, go to https://support.fortinet.com.

For technical notes, how-to articles, FAQs, and links to the technical forum and technical documentation, go to the
Fortinet Knowledge Base at http://kb.fortinet.com/kb.
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Installing FortiSandbox

Plan your installation carefully and select the FortiSandbox model(s) that meet your requirements.

l Plan the size of your installation appropriately. Ensure you also plan for future sandboxing requirements. Refer to
the FortiSandbox Data Sheet for performance information of each model.

l Ensure you have remote serial console or virtual console access.
l Ensure that a local FTP or SCP server is available on a network local to the FortiSandbox.

Before any firmware upgrade, save a copy of your FortiSandbox configuration by going to Dashboard > Status System
Information widget, and clicking the Backup/Restore icon in the System Configuration line.

After any firmware upgrade, if you are using the web UI, clear the browser cache before logging into the FortiSandbox
unit to ensure proper display of the web UI screens.

Upgrading cluster environments

In a cluster environment, we recommended upgrading the cluster in the following order:
1. Worker devices
2. Secondary device
3. Primary device
Upgrade a unit after the previous one fully boots up. After upgrade, we highly recommend
setting up a cluster level failover IP set for a smooth failover between primary and secondary.

Downgrading to previous firmware versions

Downgrading to previous firmware versions is not supported.
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Business continuity

l Ensure there is no power interruption. A power loss might damage FortiSandbox databases.
l Ensure the FortiSandbox environment has a stable and uninterruptible power supply.
l Always shut down or reboot the FortiSandbox gracefully. Removing power without a graceful shutdown might
damage FortiSandbox databases. See Maintaining database integrity on page 9.

l If there is unexpected power loss, revert to a known good backup of the configuration see Restoring the
FortiSandbox configuration on page 9.

l Ensure there are spare parts on site such as fans, power supplies, disks, and so on.
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General maintenance

Perform general maintenance tasks such as backup and restore so that you can revert to a previous configuration if
necessary.

Backing up the FortiSandbox configuration

l Perform regular backups to ensure you have a recent copy of your FortiSandbox configuration.
l If your FortiSandbox is a virtual machine, you can also use VM snapshots.

Restoring the FortiSandbox configuration

Restore configuration backups to the same FortiSandbox model with the same firmware. Do not restore a configuration
backup to a FortiSandbox model with different firmware.

Scheduling maintenance tasks for off-peak hours

We recommend scheduling maintenance tasks for off-peak hours whenever possible including tasks such as:

l Firmware upgrade
l System topology change
l Swapping failed hard disk

Maintaining database integrity

To maintain database integrity, never power off a FortiSandbox unit without a graceful shutdown. Removing power
without a proper shutdown can damage FortiSandbox databases. Always use the following shutdown command before
powering off.

shutdown

We highly recommend connecting FortiSandbox units to an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to prevent unexpected
power issues that might damage internal databases.
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General maintenance

Maintaining storage integrity

To keep FortiSandbox storage healthy, we recommend regularly checking the Disk Usage in the System Resources
widget or you may setup external logging.

If disk usage is increasing rapidly and does not stabilize after a period of time, then review your policy for retaining
submitted files. To do that, go to Scan Policy and Object > General Settings to the Delete all traces of jobs of Clean or
Other rating after setting and set a shorter time period.
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Advanced procedures

These topics contain advanced best practices to help you make better use of FortiSandbox.

l Improving scan performance on page 11
l Hot-swapping hard disk on page 12
l Recovering system using Rescue Mode on page 13
l Revalidating Windows license key on page 19
l Resetting user’s admin password on page 20
l Resizing the data volume on AWS on page 21

Improving scan performance

A unit processes files at a certain rate. There are ways to improve the unit’s scan power. The following suggestions help
to optimize your system's scan performance.

1. Only keep jobs with a clean rating for a short period.
If you are not concerned about processed files with a clean rating, you can configure the system to remove them
after a short period. This saves system resources and improves system performance.
To do that, go to Scan Policy and Object > General Settings and set a short time period in the Delete all traces of
jobs of Clean or Other rating after section.

2. Turn on FortiGuard Pre-Filtering of certain file types.
By default, if a file type is associated with a Windows VM image, all files of this file type are scanned inside it.
Sandboxing scans inside a Windows VM is a slow and intensive process. For information about throughput, see the
FortiSandbox datasheet for your model.
You can enable FortiGuard Pre-Filtering on some file types. When enabled, files of that file type are inspected by an
advanced FortiGuard Pre-Filtering engine and only suspicious files inside a VM are scanned. The Log & Report >
File Scan Summary Report > Top File Type > Scanned by Sandboxing page gives you hints on which file types can
skip sandboxing.
Use the CLI command sandboxing-prefilter -e to enable sandboxing.

3. Associate every file type to only one VM type.
Theoretically, one file should be scanned inside all enabled VM types to get best malware catch rate. However, to
improve scan performance, every file type should be associated with only one VM type.

4. Allocate clone numbers of each VM type according to the distribution of file types.
Each unit can only prepare a limited number of guest image clones. The number is determined by installed
Windows license keys. Allocate clone numbers according to the distribution of file types. For example, if there are a
lot of Office files andWIN7X86VM is associated with Office files, you can decrease the clone number of other VM
types and increase the clone number of the WIN7X86VM image.
If there are many pending jobs, use the pending-jobs CLI command or go to Scan Job > Job Queue to check
which file type has the longest queue and increase clone numbers of its associated VM type.

5. Reduce enabled Windows VM types.
Each enabled Windows VM type requires systemmemory runtime to store them. The more enabled types, the less
systemmemory is available for scanning. This is especially the case when you enable customized images of a large
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Advanced procedures

size. To improve scan performance and clone system stability, we recommended reducing enabled VM types.
6. Do not associate VM types to archive files.

FortiSandbox checks every file inside an archive file and puts it in its own job queues according to Scan Profile
settings. If an archive file is scanned inside a VM, the archive file is opened but the files inside the archive file are not
scanned; so sandboxing scan an archive file itself is not effective in detecting malware. Therefore we recommend
not associating VM types with archive files.

Hot-swapping hard disk

If a hard disk on a FortiSandbox unit fails, it must be replaced. FortiSandbox devices support hardware RAID and the
hard disk can be replaced while the FortiSandbox unit is running, also known as hot-swapping.

The following table shows the default RAID level on different models.

FortiSandbox model Default RAID Level

FSA-500F N/A

FSA-1000F/-DC RAID-1

FSA-2000E RAID-1

FSA-3000E RAID-10

FSA-3000F RAID-10

To identify which hard disk failed the following diagnostic commands are available:

hardware-info Display general hardware status information. Use this command to view CPU,
memory, disk, and RAID information, and system time settings.

disk-attributes Display system disk attributes.

disk-errors Display any system disk errors.

disk-health Display disk health information.

disk-info Display disk hardware status information.

raid-hwinfo Display RAID hardware status information.

To hot-swap a hard disk on a device that supports hardware RAID, simply remove the faulty hard disk and replace it.
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Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can damage FortiSandbox equipment. Only perform the
procedures described in this document from an ESD workstation. If no such station is
available, you can provide some ESD protection by wearing an anti-static wrist or ankle strap
and attaching it to an ESD connector or to a metal part of a FortiSandbox chassis.
When replacing a hard disk, you need to first verify that the new disk has the same size as
those supplied by Fortinet and has at least the same capacity as the old one in the
FortiSandbox unit. Installing a smaller hard disk will affect the RAID setup and may cause data
loss. Due to possible differences in sector layout between disks, the only way to guarantee
that two disks have the same size is to use the same brand and model.
The size provided by the hard drive manufacturer for a given disk model is only an
approximation. The exact size is determined by the number of sectors present on the disk.

The FortiSandbox unit will automatically add the new disk to the current RAID array. The status appears on the console.
The RAID Management page will display a green checkmark icon for all disks and the RAID Status area will display the
progress of the RAID re-synchronization/rebuild.

Once a RAID array is built, adding another disk with the same capacity will not affect the array
size until you rebuild the array by restarting the FortiSandbox unit.

Recovering system using Rescue Mode

The purpose of Rescue Mode is to provide the ability to boot using some other boot method instead of the system's boot
loader or hard drive when encountering a failure. Using Rescue Mode through the console port, you can restore the
system using a firmware image located on an external server or USB drive.

Main menu

To access the Rescue Mode feature, first log in to the FortiSandbox from the console port and open the CLI window.
Execute the CLI command reboot then respond yes [y] when prompted to get into Rescue Mode. The console will
disconnect, then after one or two minutes, the rescue menu will display. It will continue to boot up if no options are
selected within 10 seconds.

The options areQ, G,W,T,U,I,F,C or H.

l Q will quit the menu and continue to boot into the FortiSandbox system.
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Retrieving the firmware image from the TFTP server

EnteringG from the main menu will open a sub-menu with options for retrieving and upgrading the firmware image from
the TFTP server.

l Entering C from this sub-menu allows you to configure the network and image parameters

Enter R to review the parameters:

Enter N to test the network:

Enter T to download the image and install a new image, and theFortiSandbox will reboot automatically:
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Once successfully booted up, you can log in again with your username and password:

Retrieving the firmware image from the HTTP server

EnteringW from the main menu will open a sub-menu with options for retrieving and upgrading the firmware image from
the HTTP server.

l Entering C from this sub-menu allows you to configure the network and image parameters:

Enter R to review the parameters.

Enter N to test the networking.
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Enter T to download and install the new image, and the FortiSandbox will reboot automatically.

Once successfully booted up, you can log in again with your username and password:

Retrieving the firmware image from the FTP server

Enter T from the main menu to retrieve and upgrade the firmware image from the FTP server.

l Enter C to configure the network and image parameters

Enter R to review the parameters.
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Enter N to test the networking.

Enter T to download image and install new image, and the FortiSandbox will reboot automatically.

Once successfully booted up, you can log in again with your username and password.

Retrieving the firmware image from a USB drive

Enter U to retrieve and upgrade the firmware image from a USB drive.

FortiSandbox VM and KVM products do not support USB options.

Enter U to upgrade firmware from a USB drive, and the FortiSandbox will reboot automatically.
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Enter F to Format device data.

When formatting, all the data on the data device will be lost, such as Windows VMs and log
files. After the data device is formatted, installed VMs need to be installed and activated again.
Data such as the configuration files on the boot device and the Windows VM license files will
not be lost.

Enter I to show the current system information.

Enter C to check the device's file system information.

a. Enter B to check boot device information.
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e. Enter D to check data device information.

Revalidating Windows license key

FortiSandbox requires reactivating its Windows licenses if the system has been altered. To reactivate, Microsoft has only
provided an activation process by phone.

To revalidate and reactivate Windows license key:

1. In FortiSandbox, go to the System Event log to get the installation id and key.
The System Event log lists all failed activation.

2. Search for Failed to activate. For example:

2021-05-01 13:10:52 VMINIT: WIN7X64VM Windows activation error message:
Failed to activate Windows with key XBBQP-39J47-HFDWW-Y4XJD-XXXXX:
015883135155791636357353814274721005003805545726714080, 0x80072F8F

In this example, the installation ID is 015883135155791636357353814274721005003805545726714080
and the key is XBBQP-39J47-HFDWW-Y4XJD-XXXXX.

3. Select a pair of installation ID and key for each failed VM type, and perform the following steps to activate them.
You don’t need to activate all keys, you only need to activate one key for each failed VM type.

4. Call the Microsoft 24-hour automated system to get a confirmation ID:
Canada/US: 1-888-725-1047
Japan: 0120-801-734
France: 0 805 11 02 35
The automated system will ask you to input the ID (6 characters at a time) and ask some questions about the
activation. After that, the system will provide a confirmation ID which will be in a similar format.

5. Go to the FortiSandbox CLI console and use the confirm-id command to add the activated ID. For example,

confirm-id -a -kGGC2J-Q9M7J-8KKBH-342FP-XXXXX
-c042532258754869596628901610621951021013844450525

Confirmation ID has been added.
Confirm that the entry have been handle by the FSA :

6. Confirm that the ID is activated.

confirm-id -l
GGC2J-Q9M7J-8KKBH-342FP-XXXXX 042532258754869596628901610621951021013844450525
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7. Repeat the above steps to get a confirmation ID and activate it for each failed VM type.
8. To load the activated IDs, reboot your device.

Resetting user’s admin password

This procedure requires rebooting the FortiSandbox unit.

You can reset the admin password if you have physical access to the device and the following tools:

l Console cable.
l Terminal software such as Putty.exe (Microsoft Windows) or Terminal (Mac OS X).
l Serial number of the FortiSandbox device.

To reset the user’s admin password:

1. Connect the computer to the FortiSandbox via the console port on the back of the unit.
2. Start a terminal emulation program on the management computer.
3. Select the COM port and use the following settings:

Speed (baud) 9600

Data bits 8

Stop bits 1

Parity None

Flow Control None

4. Press Open to connect to the FortiSandbox CLI.
5. FortiSandbox responds with its name or hostname. If it does not, press Enter.
6. Reboot the FortiSandbox using the power button.
7. Wait for the FortiSandbox name and login prompt to appear.
8. Type the username:maintainer.
9. The password is bcpb + the serial number of the firmware. The letters of the serial number must be in uppercase.

You are now connected to the FortiSandbox.
10. To change the admin password, enter the following CLI command:

admin-pwd-reset <password_string>

11. Log into the FortiSandbox using admin and the password you set in the previous step.

You can disable this maintainer user using the set-maintainer command. See the
FortiSandbox CLI Reference Guide in the Fortinet Document Library.
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Resizing the data volume on AWS

Before proceeding, back up all the data you need as all data is lost in resizing.
Resizing without data loss is not currently supported.

To resize the data volume on AWS:

1. Stop the FortiSandbox AWS instance. Ensure the instance is stopped from the AWS EC2 console.
2. Go to AWS EC2 console > ELASTIC BLOCK STORE > Volumes and click Create Volume.

3. Specify the volume settings and click Create Volume.
For Volume Type, selectGeneral Purpose SSD (gp2).
Enter a Size (GiB).
If you want, add tags.
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4. To detach the current FortiSandbox AWS data volume, select the current FortiSandbox AWS data volume and go to
Actions > Detach Volume.
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5. Select the volume you just created and go to Actions > Attach Volume.

6.  Select the FortiSandbox AWS instance-ID and in the Device field, enter /dev/sdb. Then click Attach.

7. Go to AWS EC2 > Instances and select the FortiSandbox AWS instance. In the Description on the bottom, go to
Block devices and select /dev/sdb/, then check the size of new volume you just attached.

8. Start AWS instance.
9. Run the CLI command status and verify that the Disk Size is correct.
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Troubleshooting guidelines

The following topics show guidelines on troubleshooting your system.

l Troubleshooting warning icon in Dashboard on page 24
l Troubleshooting high system utilization on page 25
l Tracing a file on page 25
l Cloning custom image does not finish on page 26
l Troubleshooting long pending queue on page 26
l Troubleshooting NetShare scan issues on page 26
l Troubleshooting undetected known malware on page 27

Troubleshooting warning icon in Dashboard

In the Dashboard, the color of the icons indicates status. When FortiSandbox is fully operational, icons are green. Yellow
icons indicate that FortiSandbox is seeing a potential issue.

For Windows VM

WhenWindows VM is initializing, it is normal for the yellow icon to be displayed in the Dashboard. If the yellow icon
persists, the Windows VM was not initialized successfully. To see initialization details:

1. Go to Scan Policy and Object > VM Settings and check that there are installed Windows VM images and at least
one is enabled (the clone number is not zero). You can also use the CLI command vm-status –l to display the
installed VM images.

2. Make sure there are valid Windows license keys installed. For example, if Windows 8 image in Optional VMs group
is enabled, a valid Windows 8 key should be purchased and installed. Use the CLI command vm-license –l to
check the Windows keys.

3. Go to Log & Report > Events > VM Events or All Events and check the logs from the time of system boot up. For
example, errors from Microsoft activation server might help you find the cause of failed activation.

For FortiGuard connectivity servers, such as for FDN update, community cloud, or
web filtering

1. Check that Antivirus DB Contract and Web Filtering Contract on Dashboard are valid. If they are, it is possible the
unit has a bad network connection to external FortiGuard services.

2. Run the CLI command test-network. This can provide detailed information about the network condition.
Sometimes the network is blocking the ping and errors about the ping are expected. The output shows connection
speed and connectivity to related servers.

3. Some firewalls are configured to block packets to UDP port 53. This blocks web filtering query. To correct this, take
the web filtering server IP (available in@@@ testing Web Filtering service@@@ part of test-network
command), go to System > FortiGuard and use the IP and port 8888 to overwrite the web filtering server. In addition,
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enable Use override server port of community cloud server query and select port 8888 in the FortiSandbox
Community Cloud & Threat Intelligence Settings section.

For VM Internet access

For VM Internet access, it means the Windows VM cannot access the Internet through port3. This affects the catch rate
even if FortiSandbox has a SIMNET feature. For example, the Downloader type for malwares need access to an outside
network to download a malicious payload.

To rectify, check the following:

1. In the Scan Policy and Object > General Settings page, check that Allow Virtual Machines to access external
network through outgoing port is enabled.

2. A valid Gateway should be provided. The gateway should be able to access the Internet. If no DNS server is set, the
system one is used.

3. Use the CLI command test-network to show network condition through port3.

Troubleshooting high system utilization

High CPU or memory usage might indicate a shortage of resource or system-wide issues.

If your system has high CPU or memory usage, check the following:

l Are there any recently-added devices or increases in submissions from devices.
l Did you recently change the system configuration.
l Check the Dashboard for system usage and other indicators.
l In the Scan JobsGUI, check the Large Pending Queue section.
l Run the tac-report CLI command to execute a series of CLI commands for a comprehensive report. Check the
output for possible issues, especially the status and diagnose-sys-top.

If you cannot resolve the issue and you need to contact technical support at https://support.fortinet.com, provide the
above information to help with troubleshooting.

Tracing a file

To trace a file, you need to know either its checksum or file name.

To trace a file:

1. In the Log & Report > Events > All Events page, put the file’s checksum or name in theMessage Filter.
2. In the Scan Job > File Job Search page, search the file’s checksum or name within a time-range. Then click Show

Detail to show the job’s detailed information.
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Cloning custom image does not finish

To troubleshoot this issue:

1. Login as user with admin rights.
2. Go to Scan Policy and Object > VM Settings and change all other VM types' clone # to 0, and the failed one

(customized image) to 1.
3. Click Apply. This triggers the cloning.
4. Click the VM Screenshot button on this page. In the dialog box, keep clicking the VM Screenshot button of the failed

VM.
5. Then click the PNG Link image icon to show the screenshot. The image might provide the reason for the failure.

Common reasons for the failure:

1. The custom image is too large so that the system does not have enough memory. Possible solutions are to reduce
its size with Windows Disk Defragmentation tool or reduce clone number.

2. The customized image license is inactivated.
3. The system is not configured properly. See the VM guide in the Fortinet Document Library.

Troubleshooting long pending queue

If you have a long pending queue and the scan is not processing or processing slowly, check the following:

1. View the logs to check if the scan is still processing with errors. If it is, it usually means most jobs entered VM and
the Scan Profile should be adjusted.
Log & Report > File Scan Summary Report > Top File Type > Scanned by Sandboxing can give you hints about
which file type should skip sandboxing.

2. You can also go to Scan Input > Job Queue to see which is the longest queue. Click Load Chart of each VM type to
see if it is saturated. If it is saturated, allocate a higher clone # to it.

3. View the logs to see if there are VM related errors. VM related errors might mean VM clones are corrupted and
cannot be recovered.
In this case, the clones need to be rebuilt. To do that, change any clone number in VM Images and click Apply. Wait
a few moments and change the clone number back and click Apply again.

If the above does not resolve the issue, you need advanced troubleshooting that require a debug package. Contact
technical support at https://support.fortinet.com,

Troubleshooting NetShare scan issues

To troubleshoot NetShare scan issues, first ensure you are running version 3.1.1 or above. Next, check the following:

l Re-check the configuration as this is a common pitfall.
l Check the output of diagnose-debug netshare to check the scan process.
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If the above does not resolve the issue, you need advanced troubleshooting that require a debug package. Contact
technical support at https://support.fortinet.com,

Troubleshooting undetected known malware

If a known malware is not detected, check the following:

l Scan profile was changed. The malware might not be able to run in certain VMs.
l A new AV/IPS signature, rating engine, tracer engine was installed.
l Network condition was changed.
l Port3 connection to Internet was modified.
l New firmware was installed.
l The malware execution condition was changed, such as down C&C, time bomb, etc.

The following are some troubleshooting methods:

1. Check the logs to see if the Scan Profile was changed or a new signature was installed.
2. Check logs for any manual overridden verdicts, white/black list, or YARA rule modifications. The Detailed Report

shows how the file was rated.
3. Run test-networks to see unit connection to FDN, especially if Web Filter service is down.
4. Check port3 next hop gateway for the policy. The path should be clean.
5. Try an On-Demand scan of the malware and use the VM Interaction and Scan video features.
6. Compare a previous Detailed Report with a recent one.
7. Contact Fortinet Support for possible rating/tracer engine bugs.
8. Report to fsa_submit@fortinet.com for further investigation.
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Change Log

Date Change Description

2021-04-19 Initial release.

2021-05-05 Updated Revalidating Windows license key on page 19.

2021-07-05 Added Maintaining storage integrity on page 10 and Resizing the data volume on AWS on page
21.
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